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Tile a.-biter invites reade.·s ,to participate in tile' fi.-sta.olual' Wo.-st· of Boise" awards_ Tltis contest is yourclIance to ltigilligilt SOllieof Boise's eyeso.-es, failures,
d.-awbacks, bad ta~te, poor IIygiene, and ove.-all unp.-e-
dictable weatlIe.-. Just c.-eate your individual entry ballot
and d.-op it off at tile arbiter by SepteIRbe.-. . By slIa.·ing
your insiglIt on tile worst Boise lIas to offer, you may win a
W.O.B.ly award. Help us salute tile less tllan wortlIy.
_ .. tllese are a few examples of wllere some of tile
worst may be, fOIIIjd. Deadlille September • til
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More ~OPP'0 th()U8~Tsto start off the year
by Asencion Ramirez .
Opinion Editor J
Honest, I wasn't born a whiner ami normally I don't express myself thisopenly. Just ask anyone I worked with this summer and they'd tell you that'. I'd rather boil in my own juices that whine about how terrible life seems.
But now, I'm paid to do that so I'd thought I'd mention just a few problems I noticed at
school this week. Really, I'll just do this one more time before I get back to the serious
business of writing my column next week.
ALUMI'lI IN TRAINING· I guess this is supposed tooffer the big welcome
wagon for new students this year. Makingstudents feel like alumni might encourage
them that graduation isn't a far off abstract event, you know, like death.
However, I think a few items were missing from the alumni-in-training curriculum.
Beer was one of those missing clements. Our campus, like those around the state, is a
dry one, but it never fails that at every home football game tail-gating alumni arc always
in possession of the frosty beverage. Want to make the new kids feel like alumni, let.
them carry a cooler around the campus for a week and they'll definitely look forward to
taking 17 credits and graduating.
Secondly, let them take over a parking lot. For the longest timel believed "alumni"
was Latin for parking attendant. During sporting events they take over the lots, charge
current students money for spaces they thought they'd paid for by buying a parking per-
mit, and put a motor-home into an area normally occupied by five Gco Metros, three
Volkswagen bugs and a Toyota pick-em-up truck.
Finally, let them name a building after themselves. Most obviously, the Multiple
Classroom Facility building stands in need of a real name. Forget the siily doorprizes,
such as tickets to con~erts and trips to-Mexico, and name the building after some unsus-
pecting freshman. The poor kid would probably work her/himself into the ground trying
•
to live up to the idea of having an entire building named after her/him.
Now, that's an alumni in training session that could be held up by BSU as the most
rigorous in the land.
~
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LOOK AT THESE FRIGGIN' PEOPLE- Maybe it's because no one has started
skipping class just yet, but there arc sure arc a lot of people occupying the campus' side-
walks. I was told, as a freshman, to expect many people in my classes and for those
numbers to decrease as I got into my upper division credits. Well, there are a whole lot
of people in my S 3H5 class and I don't remember them all crowding into that lillie
classroom where I took psychology 10 I four years ago.
Now, don't get me wrong, it's not that l-don't like to share, but I think I can now
empathize with how a sardine feels. Except that most students at BSU smell a lot pretti-
er than sardines. Most of them anyway.
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eWHATTA' YA' MEAN THE E-MAIL'S CHANGED, AGAIN'!· Last semester I
tackled some real big fish in this pond with a column about nerds. Iwasn't worried
about it until I got back and found my e-mail account didn't work.
At first I figured I was in trouble and this was the first step in a downward spiral.
Yes, I watched Sandra Bullock in The Net and was expecting to be electronically ejected
from my classes. Thankfully, my paranoia was premature and everybody's account was-
. n't working.
After I realized I wasn't worth being made to disappear electronically, I got just a
little irked because this is the third time in as many years that e-mail has changed. This
time it was unannounced too. If this is progress then you can keep it and let me have
good 01' Rami69/ilJ.
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hiForeign perspectives: Eating at Zak's and other places
by Brian Jennings
Stuff Writer
Editor's note: This is a continuation of a great series we I'lIII last year
called, "Foreign Perspectives." This year we've recruited a /lew hatch of BSU students
who have studied abroad and are willing to share their experiences.
This week:-"-perspective conies [rotit Brian Jennings, all English' major who spell!
the spring of ]CJ97abroad.
!nevergave eating much thought before Icame to France. Like most Americans,I'm interested in how quickly and easily I can prepare and eat a meal. Americais, after all, the birthplace of the fast food franchise. Not to say I don't like
cooking - I do - but I've never taken the time. Ten minutes cooking pasta or three to
five minutes for a microwave meal has always been enough. In France, Americans are
known as fast eaters, but I don't think it's about how fast the food disappears from the
plate, rather, the amount of time spent at the table. Like the Simpsons, American fami-
lies sit down, cat until the food's gone, and move on.
In Pau [France] Iwas staying with an older couple, the Cam poses, who have grown
children who do not live at home any longer. I ate dinner once a week with them on
Sunday nights. From the start I knew they'd most likely serve me items I'd never cat at
home. Yet I adopted the "don't ask, don't tell" policy.
For my first dinner I entered the kitchen where two strangers, a man and a woman,
sat alongside Monsieur Campos. The table hadn't been set, but the man (who turned out
to be Campos' son-in-law) and Monsieur Campos drank a glass of whisky. He offered
me one, and out of politeness I couldn't refuse. He poured me some, and I added some
icc and Coke. I later learned they call this the aperitif and it is traditional French culture
to have one before Sunday evening dinner. The dining room had a television that was
on, so I watehed it and sipped my whisky and Coke, As soon as we finished the aperitif
Madame Campos set the table and brought out bread and onion soup along with smaller
glasses and vin rouge.
As soon as we finished the soup they cleared the table and while we ate sliced
sausage Madame Campos prepared the main dish or plat principal in the kitchen. After
,about five or ten minutes she brought out a large platter of chicken and rice. I happily
served myself some chicken and ate while drinking more wine and eating more bread.
Shortly after, she served up a type of salad and cheese, cleared the table, and issued us
cheese.plates, We ate fromage de chevre(goat cheese) which I enjoyed, drank more vin,
and ate more pain. At this point I felt as if my stomach would pop, but she cleared the
table once more and served a piece of cake called gateau de roi, along with coffee.
I finished and felt as if my stomach would explode with another bite or sip. At this
point no one gOI up or left even though it was past ten and the aperitif was served at
Yo
C.
Po/,seven-thirty. However, I was tired and the sweetest dessert didn't appeal to me in the
least. I imagined Iwouldn't need to cat again for at least a day, maybe two. Isigned off
and went to my mom, holding my stomach and stumbling all the way.
When I first arrived at the Campos' I found it strange that they do not have a living
room of any kind. Soon, however, I learned why. The meal I described occurs each.
night and each night Monsieur and Madame Campos spend two to three hours at the
table, frequently with family. The dining room is the living room.
One night Iwalked down the stairs on my way out for the evening, and as I reached
the bottom of the stairs. a door to my right lay open. The sight of Monsieur Campos and
family busily butchering and processing a hog greeted me. The next day we had pork
ribs, and boy did they taste fresh.
I've enjoyed the food the Cam poses served me. I had eaten a few odd items such as
cheval and fois gras, but for the most part I believed the Campos avoided the stranger
French dishes although I hear frog legs arc quite good.
Before I came here I rarely, if ever, drank wine with a meal. With the Camposcs,
however, I drink plenty at each meal and was not surprised to walk into the house and
sec a large stack of box after box of bottles of wine.
I don't want to over-generalize from my experience, and I've learned that my host
parents enjoy their meals more than many in France. However, food really has nothing
to do with the French eating experience. I only ate with the Carnposcs once a week, fre-
quently meeting with friends so we cooked meals at Zak's (a former resident of the
Cam poses) or wherever we could. I never did this sort of thing at home. If my friends
came over we'd likely order pizza or go somewhere to eat. Even when we did cook, it
was about getting the eating out of the way and watching movies or going out.
I look back and have many good memories of going out in France, going on trips or
seeing new places. Yet these times-eooking, eating, and hanging out-I remember as
the most enjoyable. I have always pondered the tradition of going to dinner on a date,
especially considering the tension caused by the setting, by worrying about looking like
a slob. Now I sec that perhaps there is something to this tradition and maybe France is
known as the country of romance with reason.
Many a time, with various friends and acquaintances, we've purchased, prepared,
and eaten meals together. We've prepared aperitifs and had wine with our meals even
though we did avoid the extensive servings: On theses occasions we talked and joked
together as we: chopped: sliced, and diced the garlic, onion and peppers.
At these times, I think, we became closest as friends. I think of home and the
Americ.an tradition. (lack of it) now with a little sadness. We lost something great when
we decided a t.v, dinner and twenty minutes lit the table would suffice,
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Student champions rights of elevator card
players
More criticism for Attorney General
I heard a story f had to laugh at, and at the same time be slightly appalled at. A
group of students were doing an assignment for a class which involved doing some-
thing weird (but not illegal) and seeing how people reacted. They chose to play "Go-
Fish" in an elevator (which I thought was pure 'genius) and it went well for a while.
Then, someone with no sense of humor and a problem with people having fun
called up campus security. The officer came to the elevator and told them they had to
leave.
Now, first of all. as long as no one was getting hurt or inconvenienced. I see NO
problem with the scenario. The students were doing this between classes when the ele-
vators were not hauling capacity loads. The elevators were hauling maybe one or two
people every three minutes. In fact, one problem they had was finding enough people to
ride in the elevators. They had as much right to play cards in the elevator as anyone
else did to ride in it. '
Second; this is a public university. On several occasions I've seen obviously non-
enrolled people strolling the campus. playing pool in the SUB, or sitting on benches
and smoking. I have no problem with that, and neither should anyone else. That'swhat
publicly funded places in America arc for. When someone who thinks they have the
authority comes up to one of those people and tells them to get lost, they're only
embarrassing themselves.
Corne on guys, get over the power-trip already. This is a free country, and no mat-
ter how weird or bizarre something seems. it isn't your right or responsibility to make
someone stop doing it.
I hope not only the arrogant person or persons who took it upon themselves to play
nanny is reading this, but also campus security. Unless harm, potential harm or SERf-"
OUS inconvenience (and I'm not talking getting freaked out) is happening, it isn't your
business - leave them alone.
Attorney General AI Lance has hired a Seattle attorney to represent the state of Idaho
in obtaining funds from the tobacco industry. He justifies this by stating that any payment
to the Seattle law firm would be paid by the tobacco industry out of the suit proceeds.
Funds which would be coming to the state of Idaho will go to the Seattle law firm.
While the state of Idaho has a major campaign called "Buy Idaho" he cannot find
any attorney capable of pursuing the tobacco industry settlement. That certainly comes as
a surprise to the major law firmsin Idaho. 39 other states have already filed suit. If we
just slow down, the other states [sic] . ttorneys ~'II do all the work and we can get our
fair share. We don't need a Sea." er.taki.' money.
Is such a settlement in Id intere: ttlement will ban class action
: suits Of any additional. fund ·fort illnesses. That means that the
• tobacco industry can conti . . pro g that no single individual can'
: afford to take on the enti try. Idaho's class action rights
against the tobacco indus ing stry total immunity from
• their conduct. If a state vides ce to an individual for a
: smoking related illness uate can" m the tobacco industry,
again. held blameless.
• Idaho is slated to:.'s with an M) over six
• years. The state of Mis~ Ppl, the poorest in the nation, IS eduled to receive $3.6 bil-
I~on (that's with a B) if the national program is not approved by the federal congress, 75
• times as much as Idaho. Why?
The answer lies in Lance's list of campaign contributors. He received $2000.00 from
• Philip Morris for his campaign. Ido not expect Lance to be above reproach. However, I
am offended that he would sell put Idaho for a paltry $2,000.00. I don't mind so much
that he has been bought. but that he was bought so cheaply.
AI Lance needs to understand that "Buy Idaho" means buy Idaho products and ser-
vices, not for the tobacco industry, or a Seattle law firm, to buy the Idaho Attorney
General.
Yours,
C. Dole Slack
Po/~Sci Student ond champion of civil rights everywhere
Sincerely,
M. Lynn Dunlop··............................................................................................ : ~ .
WIHIY IIIHIAVIE ANOlllHllElfZ NEW ,
IE~M\A"ILAIDIDlfZlESS lllHIllS SIEM\IESlIIElfZ
Don't forget to
write!
by AsencionRamirez
Opinion Editor
by Mark David Holladay
Staff Writer
<;> So I wrote all my friends who were juiced up on the
It was pretty simple when it all began,\i·/n'lcp············· ··:'t
Bubble in your name and social for yodr EtWaikman. 'They changed my E-m:i!ll:p:pan you Jwlieve this
'H -onc-two-t hree-fou r-at-varncy-dot-cdu' i'.· .,·,:.::········s"'@%?'······· ".,,>:.:::'
No one could remember it, but having E-n)#il v,i~~~ql.!? ·...•.· ..•~.. ....••.·~ s•.•... •.:.' .{ ~.I.a:~~~~~!!~:~h.I.•.•.a~~ew...•.·•v.•.••..i.· •.rl~n..., s.c.·,(.:,.•~••.··.b.· •.•.·•.3••..··.e.·.d .· •.·•d ·•· .l•·.r ·.•.·•.•..c · w: ·•.••.•s•.·· "•.;.a.~ ·~ .• pretty miffed.
:h:~(~t~t all my friends and family who we...•T.•:• •.•.c,..•.• ,•••. ,· .•ju.,.....l ·••.C.. •..•• •'·, ..e,•.' ..·.,o.· .. ••.,'.•. .•.•.••.•..:••,.· u.·•.•.••,..•,.•.••.P:'..••.••• •. •.'.•••.••••...•. ~., .•... ).·.•••....·,Qi. .?NhW.w~e(lme to this wi!pdC~f~I~~!p¢~I%~
'1-17,' freak! I got E-mail:)What.sUP?A9¥t~ir.~IrF%t ••...:..·.•I •...·" • •·01.·•c ......•.Y.: .: :sC..u;hrap.·.·nr···I?sJ.ee~'n·tl(algr'ea.',.·:.•.i.!:· :.e'(FI<pi.'r•...··,...' · ·.;.@e·.:iiJ.'.:.:.c,.,% ·.· I•ll·..u.· ·.:,.·i •n·:..· :.g.•',·..··t·.,•••.•.S'..·g••.•••.E.· •.' •.· : ·.llt•.·.,..•., ,I.p:.•· .•..',..•:nJI•·.·..s ..••..•...~t• •.l.•"'.•.•.J... • . .f..· .•.· ••.•••. s •,·l.,,e,,.r.s.yel.:(I>: .. U I' u." ._ ,,"u .•'
As time went by letters and notes were p*;sedl()f4tlU::)bOtlg~S~.s Varney~ir'$.!lQti?rye?Um~Qen!riTI~tion list.
fro, III ····Now th'lt iiis bsumail ih iJltiiUi'i\\i'libc . t
~~(~~.I 11etter tll'ln. the P(lst,11 service, Wlli~.~··.'Y.a~••••~~~~••;~ •••••••••••••••~~i:I.£.~~..;.~.h~.lp·f6hl·ing.'t·Y~~I{~Qn·.Ie;;~hl~ ••••~tu~:~:er (I
Things were great until one day when mYfd~r4~)10tes . "lifi;:lybe easier for sorn~,~p'yt up o/ijl)tllishellto
quit. come ?, .
. Hey man! What the r·({I'%! H.Y9WS~mf~~P!lmPJhr91l.ghr~~4P(qJiiRI.com.
S·'(fl'%'?'
So I trekked down to seck an answer from the gods of
the E-mail, ..•..... :...:.: ...•.•... ' ..
to ask why our Varn7y\.'{iiS~?t99.i.ng!ig'1gIL
"We're sorry b~lt th~E-nlajr~~~t~r'n'j$~l<jwn'<·
we'lIfix it when we can.'·s~cs,\icl);jtllHJr~1fn.
It was terrible not to h<lve anClcct~(inicVliicc,
but then again as a BSUsttidelirlh<ldMehoice.
Fortunately, they. eventually got Varney up and running
and us students were back to our message funnin'
Then a new semester started, and from out of the blue
they switched it again' M-H-O-L-L-at-varney-dot-cdu'
Incase you haven't been told, or this is your firsttime picking up a copy of the Arbiter, we arc your
student newspaper nt Boise State University. We arc "the
source for news" at BSU. among other things. Those
things, by the way, include sports, arts and entertainment.
outdoor happenings, opinion, and humor (however stale it
may seem at times).
We. the staff of the Arbiter, arc a diverse bunch that
includes communication. English, computer science, art,
business and political science inajors. We spend our time
here practicing our craft and, hopefully, providing a news-
paper everyone at BSU can feel proud of. "Practicing" ..is a
keyword, because, like other projects at BSU. working at
the Arbiter is. a learning experiencc. .
So, if at times we seem a bit unpolished or in deep
center field it's because we're trying something newin an
effort to bring the ,university c(immltnity a betler product.
I reiterate. don't forget 10 writc. We welcome letlers to
thecditor an~1will put forth a best effort to get thfm pub-
lished, answer lJuestions and rectify wrongs where we can.
If youhave·a story idea that pertains to our Caillpuses
(we're trying hard not to ignore our colleagues in Nampa)
give us a call or drop us a line at our e-maiL
~ " - - .. ' " ... ~..~.~
Students receive
scholarships from
women's organization
Randall Eggert of Boise and. -Tracy Holverson of Parma have
been awarded $2000 each in scholarships
from the Women of BSU, a group of uni-
versity employees and spouses of univer-
sity employees.
The Women of BSU raises funds to
endow two scholarships, which are
awarded to the son or daughter of a BSU
employee or other deserving students.
Eggert is a sophomore ma jori ng in
biology/secondary education. A 1995
, graduate of Guilderland (N. Y.) Central
High School, he is the son of Linda and
Rudolph Eggert. Rudolph Eggert teaches
engineering at BSU.
Holverson graduated from Parma
High School in 197(, and is a senior
majoring in engineering. He plans to
become an electrical engineer and
research new products in microelectron-
ICS.
Music faculty series
honors famous
composers,
Thrcc nsu music faculty mcm-hers will help commemorate the
works of three composers this month as
the music department kicks off its
Faculty Artist Series.
This year marks at least one hundred
years since the births and deaths of some
important figures in music, namely
Schubert. Mendelssohn and Brahms.
Schubert was born 200 years ago.
Mcndelssohn died ISO years ago. and
Brahms 100 years ago.
Del Parkinson will perform a piano
recital at 7:30 p.m. Friday, Sept. 5, and a
repeat performance at 4 p.m. Sunday.
Sept. 7. I30th recitals will include compo-
sitions from the three composers.
P:.rkinson was reccntly awarded a
fellowship for lifetime achievement from
the Idaho Commission on the Arts. Boise
State has granted him a sabbatical for
spring 1991' to record and pertilrm the
works of Gershwin.
Faculty member Ritchard Maynard
will play saxophonc at 4 p.m. Sunday,
Sept. 14.
Baritone vocalist Lynn I3erg and
Parkinson on piano will round out the
September faculty performances with a
program of ~elected songs by Schubert at
7:30 p.m. Friday, Sept. 26.
All recitals will lake place in the
Morrison Center Recital I-Iall. Admission
is $5 general, $3 seniors and free for all
BSU students, faculty and staff. Tickets
are available at t~e door.
Hewlett Packard's gift of morethan $245,000 worth of equip-
ment will give BSU engineering students
access to powerful new computers that
will help them learn design skills earlier
in their college careers.
"We are thrilled that I-IP has chosen
to support our programs and provide our,
students with access to some exciting
equipment that will prepare them for suc-
cessful careers in engineering," President
Charles Ruch says.
1-1 P has given the program $245,911
for UNIX-based workstations and a
Netserver for a new Electrical
Engineering Design and Simulation
Laboratory. The money was made avail-
able through I-IP's University Grant pro-
gram.
BSU began offering engineering a
year ago. Over 30n students are enrolled
in the electrical, civil and mechanical
engineering departments, which became
part of a new College of Engineering in
July. That college is led by Lynn Russell,
the recently appointed dean.
"This hardware will make it possible
for BSlJ to re-engineer the curriculum to
emphasize design in each of the fresh-
man, sophomore, junior and senior years
of the electrical engineering program,"
says Gary Erickson, chair of BSU's clcc-
trical engincering department.
Typically, students don't study
design until their junior or senior ycars.
Archaeologist sulVeys
National Guard sites
across the state
Mark Plcw and his tcam of stu-dcnts arc scouring thousands
of acres of artillery rangcs and tank train-
ing sites as part of a five-year agrecment
with the Idaho Army National Guard.
Plew and his group search for rock align-
mcnts, campsitcs and othcr archaeologi-
cal evidence, in compliance with the con-
tract.
The Cultural Rcsourcc Survcy of
Military Training Arcas will rcquire
intensive study of at least 25 sitcs cxtcnd-
ing from thc dcscrt lands of thc south to
thc hcavily forcsted mountains of the
north.
Plew says many of the sites ,~e
uncharted territory in terms of archacolo-
gy. In most cascs, thcy have yet to bc
systcmatically survcycd. Workcrs ,irc
searching tilr resources, then d.ocument-
ing thcir findings, to build basclinc data
for the Guard to develop a long-range
management plan. Some of the sites
might require subsurface digging.
As project leader, Plew says the con-
tract provides a priceless opportunity to
engage in basic research with applied
results. It also gives student researchers
hands-on experience in a moving class-
room,
Learn the latest
strategies in
business
Area professionals can recei':.,c. theessentials of an MBA in one
semester at BSlJ. The Center for
Managcment Development, operated
through the Collcge of Business and
Economics, is offering the Micro MBA
program to provide managers, husincss :
owners and technical professionals with
today 's business concepts.
The fall program begins Sat., Sept.
13 from I to 5 p.m. Remaining sessions
will be held Mondays from 6:00 to 9:30
p.m., Sept. 15 through Dec. H. All ses-
sions will take place on the BSU campus,
and a spring session is also uvailablc.
Program content includes strategic
management, marketing, financial man-
agement, human resource strategies and
organizational learning. Participants will
team up and make ~trategic decisions for
a simulated company through a comput-
crizcd business environment.
Eleven instructors will lead the class-
es, including business leaders and faculty
from the College of Business and
Economics.
The Micro MBA program makcs it
possible to ohtain the essentials of an
MBA in a formal that gives professionals
the knowledge they need for success. A
broader view of how husincss functions
relate to and affcct (me another, and
opportunities to network with colleagues,
arc part of what the program provides.
The enrollment fcc costs $1495,
which includes tuition, husiness simula-
tion materials, a 300-page resource
hinder, handout matcrials, certificatc of
completion and graduation awards.
Enrollment is on a, first-come, first-servc
basis; full payment is due no latcr than
two weeks prior to the hcginning of the
program.
Call the Center for Managemcnt
Developmcnt at 31'5-31'61 tin morc infor-
mation.
Public Admin dept.
offers more classes
T .ohhying, the state hudget process
.Land legislativc procedures arc
among the new topics professors in the
Department of Public Policy and
Administration will teach this fall. The
courses include:
'''State and Local Governillc'nt Policy
and Administration." This three-credit
course mcets from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. on
Wednesdays, Jim Weatherhy, director of
the public policy department, will teach
the course. •.
"Public Management Skills."
Another three-credit course that ti,cuses
on knowledge and skills for managers
and leaders in public organizations.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1997
Classes arc held Mondays from 6:30 to
9:30 p.m, Jan Mills is thc professor.
"The Real World of Idaho State
Budgeting." Topics included in this one-
credit course are the Idaho budget
process, the evolution of state budgeting
systems and how thc legislature decides
public policy through thc appropriations
process. Richard Burns, a legislative ser-
vices budget and policy analyst, will
teach the course. Classes meet 6:30 to
9:30 p.rn, Mondays through Sept. 29.
"Idaho Legislative Process." This'
one-credit course will give students a
practical look at the Idaho Legislature, its
organization and procedures. Ken
McClure, a lobbyist and attorney, leads
the class from 6:30 to 9:30 p.rn. on
Mondays, The class only runs Oct. 6
through Nov. 3.
"Lobbying - Its Place in the Policy
Process." The history and importance of
lobbying and thc most effective lobbying
techniques will be the focus of this one-
credit course. Daniel Chadwick is the
executive director of the Idaho
Association of Counties and will teach
the course, Classes meet from 6:30 to
9:30 p.m. Mondays, Nov. 10 through
Dec. N.
"Ethics in the Public Sector." This
one-credit course provides an introduc-
tion to basic ethical issues and principles
involving thc public sector, Michael
Moore, a local government attorney and
bond counsel, will teach the course.
Classes meet Thursdays from 6:30 to
9:30 p.rn. Aug. ·~H.Sept. 4, II. 1I' and
Oct. 2.
"Current Issues In Local
Government Finance." This five-week
course focuses on the challenge of public
finance, specifically thc public policy
implications of the issues of reinventing
government budgeting, privatization,
accounting and accountability and Finane-
ing environmental protection. Bill
Jarocki, director of the US Region 10
Environmental Finance Center at l3SU,
tcaches the one-credit course. Class tiines
arc 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Thursdays Oct. l),
16, 23, 30 and Nov. 6.
For more information about these
classes and the master of public adminis-
tration program, contact BSU's depart-
ment of public policY.,and administration
31'5-1476.
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Suicide hotline
offers free volunteer
training
111'
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The Idaho Suicide Prevention andHotline Service will offer free
trainrng to the public on Saturday,
November 20th and 27th. Topics will
include myths and statistics about suicide
in Idaho, intervention strategies and using
community resources. Volunteers work
one six-hour shift per week, and can takc
calls at home.
Students can receive academic credit
for hotline service.
For more information call Peter
Wollheim at 385-3532,
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NEWS NEWS
The ASBSU Senate met for the second time this year last week, discussing old and new issues. A largepari of the agenda was taken up by Sen. Christine Starr's report. She had met with President Charles
Ruch, who expressed concerns to relay to the Senate.
Ruch suggested the Senate reach out to the satellite campus in Nampa and seck student involvement from
that population. He also maintained his stance 011, not changing the grade averaging policy. Finally, Starr said she
garnered littlesupport from Ruch for a recycling program on campus.
Other items included the controversy over how students can receive their grades over the internet. BSU stu-
dents arc currently allowed to access their grades at GETGRADES.com. This summer, though, a few students
were concerned at the thought of their student to numbers floating around on. the web.Thos~ students took
action.
Amanda Horton, University Counsel, received a wrillen grievance about the internet site, prepared by the
American Civil Liberties Union and filed by the concerned students.
The registrar's office was completely unprepared for this rejection of the GETGRADES.com system and
staff members were forced to come up with ali entirely new system-this summer. The new one allows complain-
ing students to receive a hard copy of their grades without having to request it
Project Access was also discussed by the Senate. The projectincludes a system that allows students to regis-
ter for classes, obtain grades, and find information on classes. Project members are tailoring the feature to BSU,
so it won't be up foranother year, hut will hopefully eliminate-the problems caused by GETGRADES.com.
And on Sept. 8 at II :30 a.rn. in Maggie's Cafe, the Senate will hold an information forum. Starr commented
that "most. studentsarc not very knowledgeable on campus issues," and wants to Qncou'rage people to utilize their' Ilhiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Senators more, Thesenators arc using the forum as another way to encourage student involvement All BSU stu-
dents are welcome .
Senate launches new year
by TOBY STEISKAL
Staff Writer
.....~ ~ ~....................•...............................
Change in board procedure prompts questions
Members say they need to examine effectiveness of new policy
by KELLY MILLINGTON
News Editor
Will BSU students feel the effects of a budgeting procedure changed by the State Board of Education?Not really, say two key officers. According to a recent article in the Moscow-Pullman Daily News,
the Board "tried a new tactic in putting together Idaho's higher education budget this year, but instead of mak-
ing the process more streamlined, it left many board members wondering exactly what was in the budget they
approved ... " .
However, Keith Hasselquist, Fiscal Officer, says the situation shouldn't be viewed with such extreme. He
explains the only change the Board implemented was to eliminate presentations from representatives of each
school. .
The Board now requires its members to review 200-plus-page packets submitted by eachschool. The pack"
ets include each institution's requests and higher education budget outlook-And Board members arc required to
prepare questions d for school representatives.
Hasselquist justifies the new procedure because it "moves up the final decision considerably," By "final
decision" Hassclquist means putting together the Board's proposal for the governor detailing how much money
should go to each school and each. Hasselquist says thechange "isn't going to make any difference regarding
money." The upcoming legislature will decide how many of the budget requests arc granted to each facility.
Jerry Hess works as secretary of the Board's Finance Committee. He feels unsure about doing away with
individual presentations although, 11';:concedes, it means members don't have to listen hi a day of representa-
tives lobbying their requests. But Hess' uncertainty regarding the new process stems from a lack of.cornmunica-:
tion between schools and the Board. He says this year's budget requests were harder to prioritize because mcrn-
hers weren't talking with representatives directly. "We need to look more closely at each university's top priori-
ties and why," he argues. "I need you to convince
me, in a global view, why your request should be
top priority."
Continuing funding for current programs at
each Idaho university tops the Board's list of prior-
ities. BSU comes in at number five with the expan-
sion of the Canyon County campus.
"I'm very optimistic for initial funding," Hess
says, However, it might prove difficult to secure
oll'going financing for the Canyon County school if
Gov. Ball and the legislature narrow their budget
expectations.
The question remains: is the new budget
process more streamlined? There arc kinks to
smooth out, Hess admits. '
STUDENTS
EARN WHILEYOU STUDY!
New donors earn $20 today
($15 first visit plus $5 for student 10)
for your blood plasma donalton!
Come Visit our clean facilit}' and meet our friendly staff.
Bring friends and earn an additional
$10 per friend that donates twice.
AMERICAN BIOMEDICAL
1021 BroadwayCall
338-0613
YO,ur plasma
saves lives!
HOURS: Tue. & Wed. 10 - 7
Frl.& Sal 8-6
VlS4 AHDMASTERCARD ACCEPTED.
• UMITED QlMNTlTIES, fTEM$ MAYBE NEW OR PRE-lEASElJ.
ASK ABOUT OUR
MANAG£RS
"'I.u.I.u.u.J~ ® CHOIC£ FOR
5160 OVERLAND ROAD IN BOISE ADDrTlONAl
208~~43·9400 SAVINGS
STUDENrs. ••FURNISH 'OUR
ENTlllfANllTMENT FtIR
ONt., .
$399~~
COI.ORT'IME 1S0000000NG SP£CIAL DISCOUNT PRICING FOR mJDtNISONIY. you,
CAN RENT OR lIASEo1O'lU'l 'IrJUR R/RNf1lIRE ASfMESTERAT A T1ME..
(O!RtM(OOS{I S[flPliJ!Rfffl {(rIMS
AT GREAT SEMESTER PRICES'
WASHER AND DRYER
SOTJ4,LOVE SEAT, TABLES6 lAMPS
DlNINGROOM SETS
TWiN BED WnH 5DRAWER CHEST
STEREO'S
TV6 VCR FROMS'79.99
WEALSO HAVE ca+1PUTERs, APPlJANCES,REClINERS, 'REFRIGERATORS,
BEDS, BIG-SCREEN TV$,JEWEIJ(f, BICYCLES, TABLES, AND FUTONS.
FROMS'59.99
FROM S'79.99
FROMS'29..99
FRfY,fS'29.99
FROMS'07.99
ORDERBYPHONE'-800-490-7368
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Sheriff's move .consolidates Campus Safety,
Information Technology
Rouse says campus police have contracted with BStJ to patrol the
at all times, so they remain exempt from other city opera-
?I~~ii~ ll~r:f~lr••!.~•• I•i.f.~l1:ill:111·••••••••••••••.•••••••••t.i~·~~":wehave to fulfill the obligations of the contract, hut regular
; IUjiatr,lllunits aren't on contract," he explains.
Rouse says it's unlikely that city officers will organize a hlue flu,
although a few might. He says the police arc "union strong, hut don't
Start Ihe year on Ihe rtghl 1001and don'l min your .. .
('''-''L /'h,~ __ Thursday 12:15pm
chance 10allend the ~l ...(]"l..... lor . 2: 15pm
Organization Olfle ... IIAdvllO.. 1 .... Friday 12:45pm
3:45pn.
__ Saturday 1O:00am-AI ~glt One01zcWtrom each ASBSUrecognized
sru ent organ za on tul!l:Ii.lIred 10allenato
maintain olflclal reco~lul os a BSU
Iludent organlzallons. . .... Monday
.... Tuesday
3:15pm
5:15pm
3:15pm
5:15pm
-Allendanee'at Ihll meellng II mandatory' lor
studenl organlzallons. AdvllOf! are IIronglv
encouraged to allend.
Location: Senole Forum
.Pleasepick one sesstonto attend _
Ihe lame Inlormotlon will be presenled
01each meeting.
~ For rnore lntorrnotlon coilihe Siudent
\:".i~~'\ Acllvltles Office at 385-1223.
student organlzollon gll"lng~~lIl1l1ngl boise stote university
GET A GRIP!
On Your Future!
Mortgage Payments from $451.30*
Non-Married Co-Borrowers OK
Zero and Low Down Programs Available!
Call JOHN EMERY at 375-7725
lB. for details~ @
Real Estate Marketmg, Inc. =-=
.OAC. APR 5.075% IHA 2/1 Buydown, $2500 down payment, Sales Price of
$85,000, Effective 4/1/97 - Rates, Fees and Availability of homes and lots
subject to change without notice.
''-:-... • , ... r : ~ ._ ~.~ ,J: ......
by KElLY MIlliNGTON
News Editor
Protests by city
police won't harm
campus operations
by KEllY MIlliNGTON
News Editor
Awalkout by the Boise City police would have no effect oncampus police operations, according to Sgt. Gary Rouse.
City officers. still frustrated with Mayor Brent Coles over a lack of
••••·•••••••••i ••••..•.•d:;~.raises, recently threatened a "blue flu," or mass, unauthorized sick
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ComfieldmazeofferS new amusmentthis fall season
by KELLYMILLINGTON
News Editor
Ifyou feel stumped or just plain tired, little greengates, not men, will let you out - of theMAiZE, a cornfield with the geographic shape of
Idaho engraved in dirt and eleven-foot high stalks. It
.opened just last week.
Brett Herbst created the MAiZE, first one in Utah,
and now two in Idaho. The closest to BSU lies on Eagle
Road nea~ Meridian; the other in Idaho Falls.
Herbst recently graduated from BYU with a degree
in agribusiness, out constructing a maze wasn't the first
order of business on his mind. That is, until he read
about a man in Pennsylvania who embarked on a similar
venture.
Bringing the mazes to life was no easy task.- For the
first, Herbst explains, he had to find people interested in
helping him. Then they had to locate a cornfield and an
owner willing to subject it to rototilling and visitors.
. As it turned out, Herbst's maze in Lehi was trampled
on by 18,000 people in just three weeks, and its success
turned his thoughts 10 his home state of Idaho. '
Herbst grew up on a ranch in Salmon and says his
background in agriculture makes him eager to "educate
people about Idaho." He says the maze will help do that
because he'll install signs through the labyrinth detailing
facts about the state.
Herbst designs his mazes by plotting them on a
computer grid, then planting the corn fields accordingly.
When the corn matures, Herbst cuts the maze by slicing
through the
crop with a
weedeater
and saw
blade.
{ Introducing Student Banking 101 }
Herbst warns visitors to the MAiZE
to wear sturdy shoes rather than sandals,
because of messy dirt clods and sharp
'ib corn stalks.
Admission costs al $5 for adults, $3
for.children ages 13 to five. Younger are
admitted free. Herbst says he's working
on special nights when students will
receive reduced admission.
For parents worried their children
might lose their way in the maze, Herbst
has stationed "Corn Cops" throughout.
Green gates allow visitors easy exits if
they can't, or don't want to finish the
maze. BUI, Herbst says, it lakes people
about 40 minutes to wind their way
through successfully.
The MAiZE stays open through
Halloween and Herbst says he plans a
Halloween theme to enhance visitor fun.
The lasl guests are admitted at 10
p.m., Monday, Thursday and Friday
evenings, beginning at five p.m. Saturday
hours run from one to 10 p.rn. The
MAiZE is located at 2555 S. Eagle Road
in Meridian. 'BRONCO
COLLEGE BOOKSNow that school's started and you're getting used to your roommate's bizarre sleep habits, perhaps it's time to get your finances
in order. Which is why Bank of America is introducing Student Banking 101. It's a great checking account package that lets you
have convenient access to your money (or lack thereof) 24 hours a day, seven days a week. This is how it works: come in to any
BofA branch and sign up for any personal checking account and you'll get up to 200 free checks, a free ATM card, and last but
not least - a free T-shirt. We'll do everything we can to make your financial life easier - except ask your parents for more money.
m,Bank of America
·lMst PrIcesII ... l TatWsI
•PIVI'" doIIIr r.¥IIr ....
• UH PH with ftl"" IIlIIrI
121'S. Broad.y • Boise
(AcmJ' fna JIItertroa',)
,424-0185
... 11_.11.(.
Boise Capitol Branch • 280 S. Capitol Blvd.• 1208] 387-2001
Boisa TowneSquare Branch. 421 N. Cole Road. 1208] 323·8700
12th & Main Branch • 1200 Main Street • 120BI 3B7~2080
Sel broncb for ~ompllte dlteill end ruin OIIlUDUnt, T'lhirll .. ailabll willi ell nlw peraonll lludanc chacking ecccunCI openad 11 nllceld branchlS while lupplies IISC, Offlr ,,"ilabla in Idlho through October 24. 1997,
, C1997 aank of Amenel. Mlmbor FDIC, ,
Hic Pens
Classic Stick
·.IO-pack
• Blue or black ink
• Medium point
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69¢ dozen I
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Strathmore Drawing Pad
• Ideal for line drawings and
technical artwork
· u- x 14N '4' 49
•80# regular surface
·24 sheets
Art Portfolio 20 45
• Assortment of colors , 5 to' 7
Your Educationally Priced
Software Store
----MicI'Osoft·,====----
FrontPage 97
Professional web site publishing without program-
ming. Get your Internet web site up and running
the fast and easy way.
High Sierra Jacket
• Fleece lined, ribbed cuffs
• Zipper pockets
• AVailable in
royal blue
and navy
. WEDNESDAY,.S~pTEMBER3, 1997
(Go;Broncosl
Official 1997
Football T-Shirt
• Small front football design and full back design
featuring the new stadium expansion
• 100% cotton ash ' '. ",95
. all SIZes
We are your Hat Headquarters
for a variety of styles, fabrics, . .
colors, and textures - prices from
'995.$1695
! SONY; '3195! Walkman
!Cassette Player
! WM-FXIOI
! •AM/FM Stereo
1 • Metal Tape Capability
i .Anti-Rolling Mechanism
Quick Study~and PaperTech
Perma-Chartst
Laminated Reference Guides
• Fit in a regular binder • Quick reference guide
• Hundreds of subjects • Easy to read format
Get The Most Out Of Your
Software!
Wecarry a large selection of computer
books to support your classes at BSUI
. . $2999MIcrosoft Office 97 Ptotessional ; .
'.' . $3999Using Corel Word Perfect Suite 7 .
999Using Microsoft Office 97 Professional $3
Visual Basic' 5 $3499
Phone: 208/385-1559 • 1-800-992-8398 • Fax: 208/385-3401 .
Internet Address: http://bsu_bkst.idbsu.edu .• E-Mail: bookmaster@bsu_bkst.idbsu.edu
I I
I I! r'1 5 Regular Rlast I
iA I.~"BeefSaDdWlches I
: J!!gj 0$5.95 :
I Offer good at participating Arby's. Not valid with any I
other coupons or offers. Expires 12130/97 #595
L-:942~~'=.w~:=.":~I= 2:0=!~=J
~ Presents
~9Bhn In Concert!
BSU STUDENTS
Come play at our outdoor field
~,.,,~. As a member of the IdahoAnny National Guard youcould receive $300 a month,
have up to $10,000 in student
loans repaid and get 12 credit
hours of tuitiori paid Call:
. SFC Maxey or
SSG FonIria
373-7218 IDAHO81N)
Close to EtSU
STUDENTS
With 10 or more players, 10% off .
with Student 1.0.
By reservation only!
424-0775
j·i·'..:. i ' . ..;;. .,;::;'4;~!,•.
Intramural Deadline
Today /5 The tt:l~f
Day To Sign-l.Ipi~or:.. :...
1
.~rUG) + 0 0 T~ U LL
TIHHfJ ~IHGL!~
~··..n HD<VOI L! V~ n L l.Ticket Prices: $22.50-$18.50
Tickets available at: BSU Pavilion Box Office
and all Selcct-a-Sc~tOuticts or Charge by Phone
(208) 385-1766 . \ .
I d L ,. ,-- / ----"7prouuccc Ily ):Jr;;:;.rJ bUrl"
Alexas Music Productions -y- \-
AlSO
R~Gn T~nTIO HSTU·JUr TO DUV<l 0 ~ ••.•T.~{
UHHUUlG 0 L~.· TOU ~HnmrH T n TQU nl r 410LLOW.•~ w_.bSUpllwillon,tom
Bachelor of Applied Science Degree
.Comeby PaviliiJnJ570 to register today or
Call385-1131jor details!
BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
.......
~:6. Gary FisherHOO KOO E KOOReg. $749.99Sale $649.99
* All 96-97 bikes clearance priced
.~Ask about our student discount card!
* Locks, lights and racks all on saleElectronics Engineering Technology
AI nT Tech, yoo can tum yoor interest in eledrOnie;
into a bachelor's degree in just three years and
help position yourself for a rewarding technical
career. With a qualified assocate's degree, you
may be able 10 earn a bachelor's degree in ju~ 12
months. To gel started on this exciting career
path, call (208) 322-8844 and just think about
how far you could go.
ITT Iechnical Institute ITT
IZ3()~ W(~~I :>;plon:r Drive I1niSI" II) R.>71:l
M - F 10 - 6
Sat.. 10 - 5
Closed Labor Day
Sale Dates: August 27 - Sept. 3
180N.8th St. Downtown • 343-9130
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by ClINTON MILLER
Out-of-Doors Edilor .
The late Sandra Eggers (1958-1997) mixed the many differ-ent loves of her life into a strange but inspiring concoction.A pinch of world traveler, a cup of outdoor enthusiast, and a
mountain-size of charismatic teacher all added to the mix that made
Sandra an amazing person. She stirred it together with her natural
energy and a big smile: BSU staff and students remain shocked and
saddened by her recent death while climbing the Matt~rhorn.
Sandra came to BSU in 1994 to work with the Asia University
America Program (AUAP). She held the position of curriculum coor-
dinator. Among the classes she taught were English as a Second
Language, International Relations, and Business.
As a gifted teacher, Sandra created an atmosphere of mutual
respect between herself and the students. She encouraged linguistic
and cultural differences, mixing rigorous courses and a strong learning
atmosphere. Because she was involved in so many different activities,
students could relate to her. For Sandra it was more than teaching a
class-she said she also was learning from the students as well.
Students responded to Sandra's enthusiasm. It is no wonder,
that alumni came back to visit her. When the students returned
she let them stay with her, opening her home and her heart.
Sandra wanted to give her students a richer and fuller experi-
ence while they were in visiting, recalls Josie Bilbao. It was this
desire that drove Sandra to organize events such as last year's llama
trek. When budgets grew tight, Sandra helped put together a grant
proposal to conduct this tour around the Bruneau sand dunes. It
was her goal to bring the community and the AUAP students
together. The llama trek provided an example of how she combined
her interest in the outdoors, love of students, and connection to larg-
er concerns.
Working with the AUAP became a job that encompassed
much of her waking hours. Because the program is small and
intense, it entails a seven day week for its staff. Molly O'Shea,
Kerry Allen' and Dan Ray shared both working and recreation-
al time with Sandra.
Kerry and Sandra's friendship blossomed from the out-
door interests they shared. Most of their free time together
was spent in the mountains, enjoying one of
the many outdoor activities they both
loved. Kerry recalls that Sandra was
enthusiastically interested in sharing
her world with everyone else.
Molly elaborates on the U11i-
versal observation that Sandra
created a world where work
and .her personal life coincid-
ed. When her family came
to visit, Sandra invited the
entire
AUAP
. staff to '
share lunch with sisters. It was easy for Sandra to create a family feel-
ing in her professional life.
Molly O'Shea, director of the AUAP, hired Sandra from.' Asia University in 1994. She was impressed withSandra's experiences and says Sandra displayed endless
energy. These first impressions proved accurate. Sandra helped orga-
nize the AUAP, says Molly. Her excitement for work was felt by the
.AUAP staff and it motivated the program to new levels of excellence.
Before coming to Boise State, Sandra worked a.tAsia University in
Tokyo Japan. There she taught English as a Second Language. She
also worked at Asia University for three years. While teaching in
Japan, she visited the Zen rock garden in Kyoto and
climbed Mt. Fuji. She lived in Japan for three years.
Sandra gained an appreciation for life's diversity
through her travels. In her biography for the AUAP,
she related that soon after she completed teaching
at Asia University, she and a Canadian friend
.....decided to roam. Thinking their travels
;., would last less than a year at most, they
traveled for 10 months. Sandra's voyages
that one time took her to Hong Kong,
Malaysia, India, Nepal, Egypt, Israel and
the United Kingdom. During this
excursion she was in China during
the uprising in Tiananmcn Square.
As much as she loved different
places in the world, Sandra pre-
ferred Boise. At home she worked
in her yard and studied native
Idaho plants. She appreciated
Idaho for the array of outdoor
activities the .land
provides. Included i'n the
long list of sports Sandra
enjoyed are downhill and
cross-country skiing, moun-
tain bikin~~ kayaking, rock
climbing, ice climbing and.
mountain climbing. When
, Sandra enjoyed telemark ski-
ing she became very good,
very quickly. The fresh
powdered
snow .<'
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was something Sandra thrived on, along with the open spaces of the wild
frontier.
"Everywhere was beautiful to Sandra. She found-something beautiful in
even the blandest landscapes," says Kerry Allen.
"We were just so lucky to have her in our life, just so lucky," O'Shea
says, a tear in her eye. I personally met Sandra on the llama
trek. She impressed me with the long' resume of places she
had visited. She' impressed on me her carefree attitude.
When she talked about traveling, she spoke about find-
ing herself in places she didn't expect to visit, "You can
always be where you want to be in the world," were the
words I remember her saying.
Sandra molded a global caring from her endless
energy and broad interests, says O'Shea. Her travels,
. teaching, activities and. smile built a foundation from
which anything was possible.
It was her love for sharing' ideas with interna-
tional students that pushed her to pursue a master's
degree from Oregon State University. During this
time she studied English as a second language, writ-
ing, and adult education. She also had earned two
undergraduate degrees, one in psychology and the
other in social services.
~
memorial service will be held on Sept.
. 4, in the Bishop Barnwell room. This
. elebration of Sandra's life will begin at
1:30 p.m. The Sandra Eggers International
Scholarship Fund is also being created in honor
of her memory. Contributions can be made to
the Boise State University Foundation, c/o
Sandra Eggers International Scholarship
Fund, 1910 University Dr., Boise ID 83725.
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S'heryl Crow wives
Memorial Stadium
by MARY DOHERTY
Arts & Entertainment Editor
anot.her' superb
performance
Rock and folk singer Sheryl Crow paid another visit to her loyal Boise fans atMemorial Stadium last Saturday. With",; cleaned-up act and a set list of hitsand new surprises, Sheryl didn't disappoint. .
I'll he the first to admit Sheryl Crow isn't on my list of top ten offavorite recording
artists, hut after this show shc has become line of my favorite live performers. My skep-
ticism grew just before Crow
went on when sales reps walked
through the reserved seating in
the outfield, handing out sam-
ples of Tommy Girl perfume. I
hate corporate bands. However,
despite the fact that Crow was
sponsored by the trendy Tommy
Hilfiger clothing company, her
music wasn't sell-out material.
The crowd in the blocked
off side area went wild as Crow
took the stage wearing her
Stetson hat and tight, shimmer-
ing, psychedelic orange pants. It
took a little more before vital
signs emerged from the pre-
ferred scats. Unlikc her last
Boise concert, Crow drew a
wide range of ages to the stadi-
um. The standard teen-age
Sheryl Crow following was
accompanied by a prcdominant-
Iy mid-twenties to thirties and
older crowd. (Of course the
older crowd had better scats.
Kids don't have any moncy.)
Crow opened thc show with
"If II Makes You Happy," thc
first release off hcr new self-
titled album. She continued
playing hcr dcbut made-for-
radio single "Leaving Las
Vegas," hut added a cute little
anecdote at the end about settling down in a ranch on the Boise River and finding her-
self a "cute little rancher from Boise." .
Whcn a young boy was invited on stage to present her roses she joked, "Hey,
maybe this is that rancher J was talking about," and teased him with a marriage propos-
al.
Her latest hit, "A Change Will Do You Good," brought the remainder of the flock to
its fcct and got them dancing. The energy of her live performances compensate for the
redundancies in chorus and rhythm which comprise thc hook in all her songs. It was
obviol'~ thcse fans wanted familiarit.Y. Their desire was sated with the bluesy "Run,
Baby, Run" and "All I Wann,1 Do" from the album Tuesday Night Music Club. Also on
TNMC was "The Na Na Song," a copy-cat of John Lennon's "Give Peace a Ch~nce~"
What floored me was the amazing talent pouring off the stage alongside Crow. The
guitarists and bongo drum player came through in "Every Day is a Winding Road."
They kept it loosc and fast, setting !he pace and carrying the hand through an otherwise
potentially recycled sound. The hass player and regular percussionist seemed to have lax
jobs, playing traditional scales and rhythmic comhinations.
Crow's aptitude has developed signiticantly since her last Boise show. Her endear-
ing vocals were much clearer and she sang with more feeling, hut I revcled in her
instrumental capabilities. She progressed from the acoustic guitar, to the harmonica, to
the electric guitar, to thc piano, and cndcd on the accordion. She playcd each of them
like a musical tool, with integrity and accuracy.
She sang a brand new, untitled piece built on an upheat, poppy catch unusual com-
pared to her other stuff. It kept her downhome style but gave a unique turn to the rest of
the night, and offered hope for brighter sessions in the A&M Recording Studio.
The finale included two ballads from Tuesday Night MusicClub, "I Shall Believe"
(also on the Up Close and Personal Movie Soundtrack) and "Strong Enough." Fans
responded by swaying with lighters in hand. Couples cuddled and danced, and some
people even cried. The
emotion of the melodious
lyrics made me a little
misty-eyed as. wcll.
On the ticket with
Crow were Michael Penn
and Wileo. Ilike Michael
Penn, but was hoping for
something new and origi-
nal that would spur me to
run to the Record
Exchange and spend my
gas moncy on him.
Instead, we heard famil-
iar lllelodies with revised
</iI<Ii< /}IIllyrics. The honesty of his
song-writing and roman-
tic acoustic strummings
have been reduced to
cliche American Top 40
rejects, Another consid-
eration for Penn was he
ii(.·· ....·.·...il had the disadvantage of
going on at Ii o'clock,
before most of the audi-
encc had even arrived.
He did get SOlllC rcspon-
siveness when hc playcd
his chart-topper "No
Myth" from his 191'9
release March. I think
many people have dis-
credited him as a one-hit-
"--------- -'.1 wonder, or, he may just
be tainted by brother Scan.
Wilco gave a good performance, hut the feeling I got from them was one of arro-
gance. Going along with the same genre cncompassing Crow and Penn, Wilco played
folky, mellowed, after-hours rock. Wilco had more of a country twinge to it, which bla-
tantly contradicting the reputation I think these guys were going for with their orange
with green polka-dot hair and retrospect attire. Thcy appeared to he making an attempt
at beingpunk. .
Even the way the lead singer heckled the crowd was atypical for this realm of
music. He said to a spectator in a tough guy voice, "What arc you looking at?"
Not stopping [here. we fell victim to a series of had jokes about having the concert
at a hall park. Comments about the drumll1er playing center field for thc Boise Hawks
and the group sliding home, hilling home runs and striking out offered not more than a
silly, undesG,rving mockcry of the venue.
My opinion aside, some obsessive Wileo fans wenl hyste!ical when the the group
played the pop rock "Oulla Mind (Oulla Sight)" from the CD AM, which has coinciden-
trilly earned heavy airtime on 100.3 and 93.1.
If Ethan Hawke's musical career had a chance at taking tlight after his allempt at
roc~ stardom on Ihe Reality Bites Soundtrack, I strongly believe he would have become
a back-up singer forWilco. Listen to Hawke's "I'm Nuthin'" and sec if you agree.
Needless to say, Sheryl Crowleft me impressed, Michael Penn left me a little dis-
appointed, and Wileo left a bad taste in my mouth.
..,:
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stiah turns Neurolux into
property
by MARY DOHERTY
Arts & Entertainment Editor
town" compelled the otherwise reserved crowd to
sway methodically in their scats.
Stich is a Cinderella story right out of the "Soul
Capital of the World," as Cincinnati has often been
labeled. The band formed four and a half years ago,
in high school. They weren't your stereotypical
garage band, however. Still young kids, they sur-
passed the Battle of the Bands, Star-Search type pro-
motions and headed straight for gigs in bars. Moran,
said he stole Johnny Hodge from Kentucky and made
him play in the band. They've since signed <in with
Violently Hip Records, have issued two CDs, and are
currently touring the country.
The band's influences come from all kinds ilf
genres including blues, soul, alternative and rock.
Koenig mentioned another Cincinnati band called
Higbee as one of his favorites. Dan said he listens to
everything from Bob Dylan to Johnny Coltrane and
Radiohcad. These guys not only playgreat music,
, but they go to great shows and listen to bands such
as Pavement, Polvo, Supersuckers and Reverend Horton Heal.
Despite varied mentors, the band's style and lyrics demonstrate a sincere novelty.
Hodge writes all the lyrics in what he calls "natural places and enchanted evenings." As
a m~ltter of fact, all the band members write music for their respective instruments. They
bring it together by jamming with their individual ideas until a song emerges.
Although Silver recommends that you "record 'till you die," the band's power
stems from their live shows. They came to Boise after touring the Seattle area, which
they said they loved, because the music industry is thriving there. .
The interview ended with Hodge's inspirational statement, "There is a jungle in the
stars." .
~
)rcath of fresh air in the form of the band Stich swept in
. from Cin~~nna(i; Ohio a~ld found its way to th~ Neurol~~ on
ug. '27. I he psychedelic soul rock group projected ongi- .
nality far beyond what the typical alternative rock shows have offered to
the Boise music scene.
The sometimes dark and sinister sounds coming off the stage
offered a compatible marriage with the ambiance of the venue. The band
opened with the first single from their sophomore release Spacefront
Properly, "Pants on Fire." Guitarist Dan Silver led with a tripped-out
space-age guitar intro blaring through his Gibson Lcs Paul, amplified
through a Marshal amp. The mood-driven intro provided mere foreplay
for the trip the band took the audience on through-a cosmos of
wiekedry in the songs that followed.
Frontman Johnny Hodge's voice resembles a mix between Ian
Astbury of The Cult and Glenn Danzig, with a tonality that rang clearly
through the instruments. Before the show the band was hanging out,
sharing a beer in a nonchalant, reserved manner. Their presence on stage
though was alarming and exciting. Hodge convulsed as he sang and radiated hypnotic
stares while gesturing at the crowd, as if pulling them into his altered world. With an
outstretched arm, he motioned his hand in a claw shape as if to cast a spell on the audi-
ence.
Underlying the space age echo of Dan Silver's guitar wails was the pulsating,
methodical hassline produced by Dave Koenig. With smooth changes and consistency,
Koenig played with soulful feeling. Drummer Paul Moran is in a class all his own. For
the second song I watched from behind the stage, as a rhythm-crazed .Moran played
with exhaustive speed and precision.
A personal favorite and obvious crowd plcascr was "Murder in RG." The mystcri-
(HIS, dark bassline intro to the hlucsy chorus repeating, "The hip hop junkies arc hack in
•••••••••••••• "' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I· •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.1. "' •••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••
Fleeuoood Mac
meaningful,
makes
IIreun10n
Not really, considering Fleetwood Mac had
been a quintet since the late sixties and, although the
hand rummaged through several different members
they produced numerous albums including Mystery
Reunion hands lend to come off a little, well, desperate to profit 10 Me, 71lsk, Mirage, and Rumours. The Dance isfrom something they represented years agll. They seem some- composed entirely of tracks from nearly all the pre-what embarrassing, as if each member's "gll-sllill" career vious Fleetwood Mac albums.
turned into a major flop. Take Van Hulen, for example. In their efforts not The highlights of this alhum include the Stevie.
only to reunite the band but also to reconstruct it, they have managed to Nicks led track "Dreams" which came from the
define themselves as a group helpless without each other. Needless to say, Rumours album, the solo performance of "Big
with this image of reunions fused into my brain, I was skeptical of Love" by Lindsey Buckingham, and Illy personal
Fleetwood Mac's newest relea~eThe Dance. favorite-the intro to this project entitled "The
The typical Fleetwood -Mac album cover didn't help much either. The Chain." The best aspect of this entire effort has to
artwork usually displayed the familiar images of the wispy Stevie Nicks, be the very fact that these musicians, who haven't
the graceful Mick Flcctwood.rthe poised Christine McVie, the standoffish practiced or performed together for nearly ten years,
John McVie, and the hunky Lindsey Buckingham-all which aided in the revived the old Fleetwood Mac legend in an eighty
album's appearance of yet another hopeless attempt to resurrect the past. minute episode of live splendor, Their addition of
Although The Dance does provide a revival, what it resurrects is cer- L-..''''_'''''_' ''--''_~''''_' ..... ..;;...:=::..-___'___'___'''_''_::.......J the USC Trojan marching hand provided' for the
tainly not hopeless or desperate. The Dance combines the fury, the magic, and the still- closing of this 17-track compilation on "Don't
present talent of one of the most successful bands in history.
The Dance, although produced much later than most of their fans would have liked,
has already proven itself as the best reunion album since the Rolling Stones release
Stripped, put out nearly two years ago. But why now? On this 17 Irack live album,
Lindsey Buckingham explains:'
by ERICA HILL
Arts Writer I,
"This whole reconvening of these five people was kind
of an organic thing ... uh ... I had asked Mick to play drums
on the solo album I was working on, still working on actually,
so one thing led to another and suddenlythere we were in the
studio saying gee, this feels pretty good. Isn't that weird?"
Stop."
Beginning with 'The Chain," which calls out "the chain will keep us together" and
ending with the lyrics "Don't stop thinking about tomorrow," The Dance presents a col-
lection of Fleetwood Mac's greatest hits, and also a testament to the teamwork that kept
them dedicated for so long. Mick Fleetwood demonstrated this spiritbest when he, in
his autobiography entitled simply "Fleetwood," said "I'll be playing forever. That's how
I really feel. I'm going to be an eighty year old rocker and they'll have to take me out
.and shoot me to get me to stop."
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Western Idaho Fair attendants feelina the Blues
by MARY DOHERTY'
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Aaaahh' the fair. Greasy corn dO,gs, candy apples, warm beer and blUeS,?Oddly enough, that was the scene this summer at the Western Idaho Fair.Three times a night, four nights in a row, the band Blue by Nature per-
formed on the fountain stage.
Amidst the noise of carnival rides and screaming teenagers, the sultry, smoky voice
of Karen Lawrence bellowed through the air. Lawrence was backed by Fred Hostetler,
- drummer Dan Potruch, and newly joined, 26-year-old lead guitarist Brad Ayers. Bassist
Charlie Diaz couldn't make the Boise shows, so the band used a last-minute replace-
ment. Aside from the young Ayers, the LA-based group is comprised of seasoned musi-
cians. Karen Lawrence sang for several bands, including one called" 1994," which
opened for rock legends such as John Lennon, Acrosrnith and Supertramp. Former BBN
guitarist Rick Dufay was originally a defector from Aerosmith.
Ayers recently replaced Dufay, which wasa good change according to fellow band
mcmbe~. ~.
"Brad is really friendly, Rick just wasn't. People arc more responsive to him
[Brad]," said Lawrence.
BBN mixes a classic blues beat with a variation of rock styles. Ayers was good, but
he abused his whammy bar as if imagining himself on stage with Poison or another
glum-rock '80s hand. Somehow, despite the wailing guitar-rock, the hand meshed
together 'and produced a sound that was deep, dark and downright blucsy,
Lawrence naturally carried the band with her sassy, show-off crowd involvement,
and her doses of "who needs men?" attitude prescribed throughout most of the songs. In
a conversational tone she sang, "Take care of yourself- I'm trying to sleep," to an
apparitional man on stage, She continued ihe dialogue a few songs later with the gui-
tarists, scorning the dreadfully naggy man. "I'll get along all right," she assured Ayers
with a snap of the head and strut over to Hostetler, who. was ehuggin' through the scale
on his guitar. II made me wish I were in the dark confines of the Blues Bouquet with a
glass of brandy and a stinky cigar. This was the blues in its finest, purest form.
However, rather than that haze-filled bar, I was outside in a place where the stench
of cotton candy made the soulful sounds. seem ironic. Hostetler informed me that,
because the band refused to surrender their style for a record label, no one would sign
them. A financial dilemma has left few appropriate blues venues for the band. Lawrence
had a little different take on the situation.
Lawrence said she likes playing fairs, but most people prefer to sec blues in clubs.
She prefers smaller venues where the performers can feel more conversational and per-
sonal with the audience. She said she liked what she saw so far of Boise and the infor-
mal ambiance of the hometown event.
Lawrence prefers to sing her own style, write most of her own music, and carryon
with people on a face-to-face level. She feels this is the best way to experience blues as
she began to recall some .of her favorite musicians.
"llovc Ella Fitzgerald," she said with a nostalgic gaze into the sky, "and Tajma
Hall in the rast form. I didn't really appreciate Muddy [Waters] until I was older ... but
I'm really into him now."
Lawrence also credits the Beatles and Rolling Stones as influences on her musical
career, which has been developing for almost a decade. A typical rehearsal studio for her
is in the shower, but she feels the blues most when she's in her car, which is where she
most of her. writing.
"Sometimes it's a man or traumatic event that will make me emotional," she said.
"I'll get in my car, slam the door, tear out of the driveway, and start writing blues."
Blue by Nature has been together for four years now, producing everything on their
own and playing small venues. Lawrence said they haven't tried too hard to make it big
in the industry, because she's been there. She's played large arenas filled with thousands
of people, but prefers to play clubs and small shows. She said she's gotten to the point
now where she isn't so insecure about her music. She'd be willing to work with a record
company again. If a producer could help' her develop a hit, she might even compromise
her original songs.
"I'd be willing to make minor changes, as long as I still liked it," she assured.
Well, for those who like blues and didn't catch this one at the fair, watch for them
on a major label or seck them out in a dark blues club in LA. I would prefer to see them
there anyway.
Deadbolt haunts Neurolux crowd
. by GENE PICCOTII
Arts Writer
, , The scariest hand in the world" rocked the Neurolux last Tuesday night. The
San Diego based rockabilly trio Dcadholt bad-assed their way through
their set with a sty.le all their own. Deadbolt dressed in black with match-
ing patches sewn to their vests that read "One shot one kill." Something about a
Dcadbolt show brings out the tough guy in everyone inthe audience. The crowd
looked more like the attendees of a motorcycle convention than those who were inter-
cstcd in rockabilly/surf music. After watching the two opening acts-American
Backdrop from Idaho Falls and Boise's own My Mother the Iconoclast-the rambunc-
tious crowd was geared up for an action-packed Dcadbolt show. .
Dcadbolt took the stage while lighting tiki torches and selling off sm~ik~(:::'>
machines to set the scene for their frighteningly entertaining act. They s~bke a.,lew\::I-ro: :>~"":' : :..
harsh words to the crowd and tore into their first song. Ripping out nUln!)erslrom:~U
their albums, they played the crowd favorites such as "Tiki Man" and "HltigP,p£rnliE;'
At the completion of every song the crowd shouted rude, crude and crass remarks
at the hand. Deadbolt heckled right back with quick wit and sarcasm characteristic of
their live demeanor. The only hrcaks Deadbolt took between songs were for cigarettes,
heckling and to apply abundant amounts of hair spray to keep their hair piled highon
top and slicked back on the sides.', ,.,.,
Dcudbolt's music reverberated throughout the room with such richness and thit!<··,
sound that it seemed unbelievable, given their minimalist approach to musical equip-
menl, that they could put out such a wall of sound. The guitar and bass were powered
hy small Fender amplifiers and the drummer used only a bass, snare and one cymbal.
They brought their own lighting effects for the stage atmosphere, too. In fact, it was
just one flood-light placed on the ground to make the shadows on their faces look
eerie. They used their light the same way a kid telling ghost stories while camping
would point a flashlight under his chin to be ghoulish.
These three guys presented rockabilly with such attitude and experience that
everyone there bobbed their hcads to the rhythms and fixed their eyes on the stage.
The band's smooth style and bullyish attitudes made them an instant hit. Deadbolt
delivered hauntingly good entertainment, and music too.
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Student E-mail and Computer Lab
Hours Information
Student e-mail has beenchanged.iThis effects
new mail users and previous Varney users.
The 'procedures for setting up an E-mail
account have also been changed. Effective Fall
1997 semester, all students may set up their
own accounts! The instructions for setting up
an account and saving old Varney E-mail from
Varney can be found on the World Wide Web.
The Web location is:.
http://www.idbsu.edu/ oit!cs/varneracct.htm,
There are no paper forms to fill out. To create
an account, students should go to a .Computer
Lab with a 3.5""HD diskette and follow the
instructions available on the Web.
Current Computer Lab Hours are listed on the
World Wide Web. -The location is
http://www .idbsu.edu/ oit/cs/labhours.htm,
~
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1'.RI~CII'LES of SOU~D RETIREME~T I~VESTI~G
OVER ONE MILLION,
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TTM-CF~Fi'
When it comes to planning a comfort-able future, over 1.8 million of
America's best and brightest count on
TIAA-CREF. With $190 billion in assets,
we're the world's largest retirement
company, the nation's leader in customer
satisfaction, and the overwhelming choice
of people in education, research and
related fields?
The reason? For nearly 80 years,
TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent
solutions to America's long-term planning
needs. We pioneered portable benefits.
We invented the variable annuity and
helped popularize the very concept of
stock investing for retirement planning.
Today, TIAA-CREF's expertise offers
an impressive range of ways to help you
create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.
From the guarantees of TIM's top-rated
Traditional Annuity°o to the additional
growth opportunities' of our variable invest-
ment accounts, you'll find the flexibility and
diversity you need to help you meet your
long-term goals. And they're all backed by
some of the most knowledgeable investment
managers in the industry.
To learn more about the world's pre-
mier retirement organization, speak to one
of our expert consultants at I 800 842-2776
(8 a.m.vl l p.m. ET). Or better still, speak
to one of your colleagues. Find out why,
when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds think alike.
Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it,"
"Based on a survey conducted in 1995 by an independent organization in which 96'\" of respondents expressed overall satisfaction with TIAA-CREF.
cOTIAA is one ofonly a handful of companies that currently hold the highest marks from the nation's leading independent rating agencies for stability.
sound investments, claims-paying ability. and overall Iinancial etrength: A .. (Superior), A.M. Best Cc.. AAA, OulT & Phelps: Aaa, Moody's Investors
Service: :\AA, Standard and Poor's, TIAA's guarantees are backed by its claims-paying ability. These ratings ofTIAA as an insurance company do not
apply to CREF. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc, For more complete information. including
chargn and expenses. call I 800 842·2733, extension 5509. for a prospectus. Read the prospectus cal"('fully before you invest or send money.
9/3- 9/10 happenings
by MARY DOHERTY
Arrs 8. Entertainment Editor friday, September 5
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Your UNREAL Horrorscope
by YADAlLOH DIVAD KRAM A man, a plan, a canal, Panama!
Daydream Editor
1
!wascontemplating my future excursion to Hawaii next summer when a literalplethora of questions arose in my mind. Does anybody have a rice cooker? CanI borrow it? If your significant other asked you if their pants made,
them look fat would you lie or answer "No, it's the fat that makes
you look fat, don't blame the pants"? If fuzzy wuzzy was a bear,
and fuzzy wuzzy had no hair, would that make him a follicly
challenged creature with psychologically imbalanced ten-
dencies caused by his conflicting namesake passed
along to him by an uncaring society? Would PETA get
involved? Would NATO? Can you usc seedless
grapes to make jam? Have you called your mom
lately? If you arc traveling at the speed of light in a
Buick and you turn.on the lights wouldthe horn
still work? How much wood can a woodchuck
chuck? Which is more satisfying, the pssst-crack
of a freshly opened Pepsi or the rare Pez dispenser
that ejects candy pellets at IQR.9 MPH?lf a tree
falls in the woods and there is no one to hear it do
environmentalists still get upset? Do dorm rats ever
play mousetrap? If there was a palindrome on this
page would you notice it? Ilow much is too much? Is a
piranha in a bag worth two in the bush? Why?
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) If you're ever on the T.V. game show Jeopardy
ask for Aliens, UFO's and Culls for $500.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. IR) Homework should not be done at
home. It should be done at work while you're thinking about horne.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Go to the Snake River Grill in
the SUB and ask if thcy have grilled snake. Ask if thcy have
bigger straws. If they reply no, say 'Good! I wouldn't touch
grilled snake with a ten foot straw!'
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) Now that you've been
assigned group work in your classes make sure to plagia-
rize. Iley, if the instructor lessens their-workload, so
should you.
TaUI'US: (Apr. 20-May 20) Focusing on the tri-
als of life allows one to keep up with the latest
Hollywood gossip. Go OJ!
Gemini: (May 21-Junc 21) Visit any supermar-
ket or hardware store and have the clerk help you find a
mop. Act as if you're in NEED of help, in very short order.
When they've shown you the mop, ask them how well it soaks
up blood. Be elaborative.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) Everything is better with choco-
late.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) Tori Amos sucks. She sucks the big onc. Her fre-'
netie schizoid fans who like that schmaltzy crap suck. 100. Her scraggly vocals waver-
ing likc a screech owl rendered asunder in a meat grinder tear at our souls, As a mailer
of fact, her only redeeming quality is to provide research material from her mutated afi-
cionados for Zymologists. She sucks big. A big-time sucker. She puIs the 'S' in Suck!
Il's your job, Leo, to spread the word.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 'I don't know' is your mantra
Ihis week.
Libra: (Sept. 23-0cl. 23) The next lime you call a pompous instructor a 'half-
witted wag with the education skills of a poiitical appointee', just remember that 'stu-
pendous' lies between 'stupefy' and 'stupidity',
Scorpio: (Oct. 24--Nov 21) The best thing about toga parties is the stylish lay-
ered look. The worst thing is the wedgies.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Six of one and a half a dozen of the other is For r u r p 0 s e fu len t e r t a i n 111 e n t ()n Iy. K e e P t hisand a I d rug sou t 0 f the r e.a ,ch () f chi Id I"en.
the same difference as saying a nudge is the same as a wink to a blind hat.
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Why did the Group Admission Tickets for the movies increase in price? ~
The Student Union Info Desk, is one of highest volume distributors of GATs in the area. ~
Approximately, 5,000 tickets are sold monthly. There are other distributors in the area, such as credit unions and:::
other businesses. Most of these places deal in a much lower volume. A few of the low volume outlets still have old ~
stock with a face value of $3.25. Some are charging $3.50 or $3.75 for these ,tickets. Many are now charging a service
charge. ' .
Until February 1996, Cineplex Ode on paid their own shipping charges. The Student Union only had to absorb §
the cost of paperwork and the shrinkage that comes with any retail sales business. Cineplex Odeon chose not to ~
increase the ticket prices but instead began charging the buyers shipping fees. In December of 1996, we were informed ~
that Cineplex Odeon would be raising the ticket prices to $4.00 each. We sent in two orders of 5,000 each, one week ~
apart. Cineplex Odeon will not allow us to purchase more than 5,000 at a time and they will not fill double orders, X
We ran out of those orders in April. As was stated before, a few other small volume retailers still have old stock and ~
that is the reason for the cheaper prices. ~
As the 96/97 school year was coming to an end, the Administration of the Student Union took a proposal
to the Student Union Board of .Governors requesting a service charge be placed on movie tickets. This charge
would help reduce the expenses associated with a nonprofit service. When the costs for the ticket service were
shown tothe Board, the response was "Yes, impose the charge or the service may have to be eliminated."
The Student Union believes this to be a fair and reasonable solution as opposed to the alternative. This increase
will not completely absorb all costs related to the theatre ticket sales, but it makes the balance easier to accept. We
know that nobody wants prices to increase, but in some cases it is the only way to continue a particular service that is
in such high demand. Many people have come to use our service on a very regular basis. We extend our biggest
"Thank you! YOtir business is most certainly appreciated and we hope we can continue to serve you well," To help
accommodate the many people who need more than four of one kind of theatre ticket at a time, we have increased the
maximum to six. .
We are still offering the discount tickets at a 34% savings over the door prices.
1 or 2 @ $4.00 ea. + $ .25 or 3 or 4 @ $4.00 ea. + $.50 or 5 or' 6 @ $4.00 ea. + $ .75
�[pm
Matadors crash Bronco's party
by TERRY CHRISTENSEN
Sports ft/itor
The Boise Stateathletic depart-ment invited
30,000 people to attend
the unveiling of the new
Bronco Stadium, and a
record 26,824 showed up.
The party was going great
until Cal State Northridge
arrived. They decided to
not participate in the gala
and handed BSU an ugly
63-23 loss.
The pre-game went as
planned. Skydivers fell
from above, Dave Tester
handed out pictures of
himself, and the Bronco
Athletic Association mem-
bers shook hands with
Boise dignitaries and cut
ribbons. The players
..roared out the tunnel with
smoke a blazin ' as the
fans stood and cheered.
This was perfect-ton per-
fect, it seems.
On the opening pos-
session JC transfer quar-
terhack Nate Sparks led
his team straight down the field on a 12-play, l'Hl-yard
scoring drive. He hit tight end Jim Brekke with a 19-yard
pass, putting the Broncos up 7-0 early. After another long
touchdown drive (XO yards in 13 plays), BSU ran out to
a 14-0 lead. Ross Farris blocked a punt mit of the end
zone on CSN's next procession for a safety, leading to a
16-0 advantage.
Boise State would not score again until three min-
utes left in the third quarter. This ",;,as in part to an
offense that went stale, and a Bronco defense which
could not find a way to shut down Matador quarterback
Aaron Flowers. He finished the night with 442 yards
passing and six touchdowns, Everything Cal Slate
Northridge ran from the second quarter on worked well.
They completed the evening averaging nine yards a play.
Three of Ihe Matador receivers finished with over 100
yards each. It was complete domination hy a team picked
to [inixh third or fourth in the Big Sky Conference this
ycar.
One of the only highlights for BSU fans came on
their final score. Sparks. who spent a great part of the
evening tucking and running with the ball. finally con-
icctcd with receiver Rodney Smith for a 49 yard touch-
·,!own throw. This was first sign of any offensive rhythm
since the heginning of the game. .
Cal Slate Northridge answered and put together a
(our play 76 yard drive to end any hopes of the Broncos
-:limbingJ1ack. into the g~n.le. The Matadors completely
"U::rso
0--e reversed the direction they were going early, and ended
up with one of fastest striking offenses to have run on
the blue turf at Bronco Stadium. The average scoring
drive was six plays, 64 yards, and only took a little over
two minutes each to complete.
Injuries were also unkind 10 the Broncos. Linebacker
Ryan Brinkley suffered a season-ending knee injury.
Meanwhile Jeff Davis and Marcel Yates (both members
of the secondary) had to leave the game wounded.
After the game head coach Houston Nutt told his
players not to hang their heads. They will overcome
these obstacles to become a proud program in the future.
The test will get more difficult this upcoming Saturday
when the Broncos travel to Madison, Wisconsin to take
on the Badgers. After getting hammered by Syracuse in
their season opener, Wisconsin is hungry for redemption.
To make things worse for BSU, the Badgers did not have
to play last weekend.
Boise State will have to find a way to mature quick-
ly. This fragile team grows gelling weaker by the minute.
Coming out of Madison injury-free is critical for the
tcnrn.Nuu needs to dig deep for solutions for this team,
and an entire community counts on him to do so. The
last thing anybody wanls is a repeat of last year.
Volleyball takes the courts
defensively, which makes for exciting volleyball action."
says Bailey. The team projects depth, experience and a
huge desire to make this one of the best ever. Bailey and
her staff feel aware of what Bronco fans want to sec; vic-
tories against in-state rivals Idaho and Idaho State. She
adds, "Fans have always been supportive and we want
those victories against the in-state teams." The promo-
tions department has a few changes in mind for the home
matches, which will entice more people to take time out
.dor the volleyball team.
The Big West Conference is bru-
tal again'. Three of the teams in the
Western Division arc ranked national-
ly. To gain respect in the league,
teams have to heat UC Santa Barbara,
Long Beach and UC Irvine. The
Eastern side of the conference also
looks strong. Most of the division
teams arc much improved. However,
on papcr the Broncos look like thcy
might he just a hit better than the rest.
BStJ will make its second straight
appearance in the Big West Volleyball
tournament on November 21. The
Broncos travel to thc Weber Statc
University tournament on September
5 & 6. They will play matches against
Santa Clara, Southern Mississippi,
and Weber State. Boise State will
return home on September 9th against
Idaho State.
The Big West Conference has
teamed with Rulfulo Communications
~;";,,;,",-",,,--",.;;;;..==,,--";;;;"_~_......:J and Power Bar Inc. to bring volley-
Region Player of the Year. Denise Mullin was a member ball to the BSU and its opponents. KBSU will carry two
of the All-Palomar first team, and AII-CiF second team. Bronco away gamcs live onthe radio. The match at
Mullin is from Poway, California. Nevada, and Pacific will be available locally on KBSU
'The Broncos coaching staff is led by a legend on AM 730, and in Twin Falls on KEZJ AM 1450. In addi-
campus. Darlene Bailey is in her19th season, and boasts tion to those matches WWW.Broncosports.com will offer
the most wins of any coach, in any sport, in Boise State links to most games by accessing the volleyball page and
history. Her career record lists 330 wins and 225 losses. clicking to the audio link. Similar links will be available
She is joined by Mike Waller, who begins his ninth sea- on the home pages of KBSU and Audio Net.
son, arid Melanic Kopka in her first season with BSU.
"Boise State has the potential to be a very good
by TERRY CHRISTENSEN
Sports Editor
West All-Freshman team.
Jeni Elson averaged 2.15 digs per game. She had a
career high 13 kills against Idaho. Perrin Stilick was a
back-up middleblocker last year. She had 0.89 kills and
0.44 blocks per game. Treva Wagner, from Cambridge,
Idaho, will redshirt this season. The freshman class is
lead by Katy Shepard from Bakersfield, California. She
was all-league, all-area in 1994, 1995, and 1996. Tara
Brinkerhoff is from Mesa, Arizona. She was the 1996
In1996 the Boise State volleyball team finishedsecond in the Eastern Division of the Big WestConthence-not bad for their first year in a new
conference. Fortunately for Bronco fans, second is not
good enough. Finishing last year with a 13-17 overall
record, BSU did well in conference
with a 9-7 mark. This happened with
only one senior on the squad, and a
seller who spent the early part of the
season nursing a broken finger.
What a difference a year can
make. The Broncos now include two
seniors, four juniors, two experienced
sophomorcs plus one redshirt sopho-
more, and a good freshman class. This
combination will increase tlie numbers
in the win column. Julie Kaulius isa
6-2 hittcr/rniddlchlockcr with a 2.51'
kill per game average. Senior Lisa
Huggins finished last year with career
bests in every statistical category.
Huggins also set a school record with
nine service aces against North Texas.
Brandy Marnizuka was named to the
All-Big West and academic teams.
. She led the Broncos with II assists
and three digs per game. In the off
season she was one of two BSU ath-
letes selected 10 the 1996-97 NCAA
leadership conference.
Becky Chilton averaged 1.33 kills and lI.47 blocks
per game in a part-time role last season. Lacey Taylor
comes to BStJ from Ricks College where she was select- ,
cd to the Who\ Who in America for both athletics and
academics. Lindsay McFerrin is a junior walk-on, who
will sec time in the hack row. She comes to Boise State
from Long Beach Community College in California.
Leading the sophomore class is returning starter Becky
Meek. The middleblocker ranked Ilith in the Big West
with 1.15 blocks per game. She was named to the Big
Intramural Roundup
by TODD ANDERSON
Sports writer
The Boise State intramural program has a little something for everybody this year, from people who just
want some exercise and don't really care about winning, those looking for a championship.
The intramural season is just getting started and some familiar sights from last year remain. One example is
a team called the BSU Bombers, put together by the intramural department and only for people who don't have
their own team to play on. "Most of the time they don't even meet each other until they show up for the first
game," says intramural director Jennifer Nigrini. Last year the Bombers won the C league in flag football and the
Bilcague in volleyball.
Another returning team from last year is the womens' flag football team called BASS. Last year they were
the only team in the womens' league. They went down to southern California and won a regional tournament
there, going on to finish in the top eight at the national tournament in New Orleans, Louisiana. They'll be looking
for some competition this year.
Something new is the All-Sport Intramural Championship (ASIC). This program is designed to promote
intramural sports on campus and get people involved. You must be a group to enter the challenge and a group is
defined as follows: I) each resident assistant in the halls and his/her residents; 2) any organization recognized by
Student Activities; or 3) any other group of individuals who register with the Intramural Director and arc
approved.
The ASIC organizes a competition where groups earn points for participation in all intramurtal activities. The
more sports entered, the more points earned towards the championship grand prize of $200 in cash:
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To Go Orders: ((I" in or fa)! in
• Egg KOn ~ 1~5
• L-!"tChkKen l.t'ings 2.~5
• Terynki Chicken .-.. Zi.%
• Su'Wt & Sour (1,m Zi.Q5
• Donlestk '~r ' 1.50
• In,,,,,,rt '~r 2.25
Te'ephone (208) 345-88b8
fa)! (208) ~i45-8848
no Nort11 Uth Str<!<?t,~S(!,'claho 83702
···..·r·.·.· ••••~2
classifieds
EMPLOYMENT
A.S.A.P-Inlernational firm
c x p l o d i n g in area. Looking for
q u a l i t y people to aid in expan-
sion, Full training provided.
39:)-0207
SPOKTS MINDED- Looking for
c o rn p c t i t i vc l c a d c r s who want
t II a chi c v c an abo v c - a vcr age
Ii f l' sly Ie. S tar t now. 3 I) :) - 0 207 .
ACT NOW- Seeking 3 dynamic,
p c II pic - 0 ric n t c din d i v i d u a 1st 0
hell' expand Parkcenter
u tti c c . 343-033Cl
HOUSEKEEPER/NANNY: 2-4
hours per day, 3-5 days per
week. Pay negotiable. Must
have own transportation, refs.
4 kids, nice home, close to BSU.
345-Cllti!
Receptionist for Idaho
Conservation League. Data entry
. and clerical work.' $6-$7 DOE. 15
hrs. week. Call Petrina 345-Cl933.
LIBRARY PAGE- Hours flexible
a p p r o x . !9hrs./wk. Evenings
and weekends. Sorting and
shelving books and perform a
variety of routine clerical
d uti cxxt art i n gsa Ia r y
$5.26/hr. Apply at Boise City
liu rn u n Resources, ClO! W.
Idaho EEO-N-F-D-V.
STUDENT WORK- Part-time
openings, flexible hours, no
experience required, training
provided. Scholarships avail-
able. $9.50 to start. Call Mon-
. Wed. only, 11-2pm. 385-0584.
PEER ADVISOR NEEDED-
Flexible hours, starting pay
$6/h(; 20 hrs/wk. position is
for COBE, non-business majors
arc encouraged to apply.
Applications arc available in
B 117 or contact Midge at 385-
3859. DEADLINE 9/12/97.
PowerRead works!!
D ram at i ca II yin ere as e you r
rca din g s pee dan d com p r~-
hension, learn effective study
and memory skills. Spend less
tim e stu d yin g w hi leg e t tin g
better grades with this
PROVEN method. Call for an
assessmenl of your current
reading level, and sec what a
d iff ere nee P (I W erR e a d c 'a n
make for you! New classes
forming. Guaranteed results.
345-1513
4-6 Peer Advisors
P 0 sit io n s A v a i I a h l e wit h
the Academic Advising
Center. Pay begins a! $Cl.50.
Will work around your class
schedule, 10-20 hours per
week. Pick up application-in
MGI05. Contact Kimber Shaw
at 385-3664 with questions.
MERCHANDISE
92 GEO storm-67k 5 speed, teal,
runs great! clean. $5100/obo.
887-1979 .
.WEDNES'DAYt \SEPTEMBER, 3, ·1997
SERVICES
SCHMOOZE OR LOSE!
PHILADELPHIA MUSIC
CONFERENCE
Novemhel' 5-8
HUGE MUSIC INDUSTRY
PRESENCE
Learn from the b ig g e s t
names in the industry,
see the best live music, get
on the PMC CD
Register NOW Call (215)
587-9550 for info
o I" in f 0 @gop' me. com
Financial Aid
GRANTS, SCHOLAR-
SHIPS' AVAILABLE
FROM SPONSORS!!!
GREAT OPPORTUNITY.
$$$ CASH FOR COLLEGE
sss. FOR INFO: 1-800-
532-8890.
................................................................................................................... .
Unlimited Hours!*
1 Email Account
5MB Space for Web Pages
Full Fall.Semester· •
Limited Ttme Offer
$60 + $10 Set-up
In
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(J.-
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UJ....
(1)
c...
Q)....c 3-92
-:::s
Cf..:s
~
en
CD
~_.
n
CD
UJ
dELi j I
181/2C per minute
$10 cards = 52 minutes
$20 cards = 106 minutes
Long Distance Prepaid Phone Cards
Guaranteed Service! • No Busvs!
Jolley's State Street Beverage· 3412 State St.
Petro West· 13 S. Latah
Hollywood Market· 1318 N. 8th St.
Looking for employment?
-Receptionist
and Out of DOOfS-section staff writer
wanted at the arbiter
Call for an Interview 345-8204
Office M~~A "AI~ r: j•
. ...~ .....
Guaranteed Low Prices Everyday!
(fead
•
Five Star
Notebook
.150 sheets
• College ruled
List Price $6.65
0601-0130
OfficeMax Everyaay Low Price
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price
Crate-A-File
• Includes Quick File
and 2 Tech Files
• Holds letter-size
hanging files
0310-0021
The nation's leader In college marketing
is seeking an energetic, en1repreneurial
student for the position 01 campus rep.
No sales Involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards lor companies such as
American Express and Microsolt.
[ Great part-time job earnings. Choose
. your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
, required, Call:
, Campus Rep Progrilll
American PassageMedia Corp.
4012nd AvenueWest, seattle, WA 98119
(100) 487·2434 Ell. 4444
Jet Print ~
Paper-Ream ~
• 500 sheets
• Premium inkjet paper
0602-5623
List Price $12.99$999Per
aeam-
Color
.InkJet
Printer
• 600 X 600 DPI
• Prints up to
3.5 pages per
minute
1404-4884
List Price $169.00
$139@~Everyday
Low Price
.........................................................................
II
Dr•.Grip Pen
• Cushion grip
• Helps reduce gripping
power to relieve fatigue
• Black or blue ink
1001-3807 List Price $8.95
1010-1249
$599 I.e
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price ..... , ....
Office Task Chair
• Oversized seat
• Pneumatic height adjustment
• Seat: 16" x 16" x 1-1/2" thick
• Back: 15" x 10·1/2"
0101-1835 Black
0101-1826 Gray
Office Editions
"L" Workcenter
• Melamine
surfaces
• Scratch·
resistant
• Pull-out
keyboard
0120-1416
Gray/Black
0120-1425 While
.$9999 Assemblyrequired
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price
OfficeMa~ Everyday Low Price
Cordless Phone
• 25-channel auto scan
• 10-number memory
capability
• Page/find feature
• 14-day Long Life
battery
0202-1378
OlficeMax Everyday Low Price
Model
#XC610
Graphing TEXAS
Calculator INSTRUMENTS
• 32KB memory
• Good for algebra and calculus
• Advanced statistics and finance
0201-8131
List Price $130.00
$9499
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price
.................................................
Model
#TI-83
Memopak Recorder
• 1-touch recording,
cue & review
• Pocket size SONY
• 2-speed recording
0201-6669
List Price $47.95
$3999
OfficeMax Everyday Low Price
.,'
r;~',~.....- -',~,-,~::~;~_.~/~:~"--~'-:,
!$5~~"':!
I Your Next CopyMax Order •
I of $10 or More! . I
lOne coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer. No photocopies ('accepted. Choose Irom many services: B&W or color
Icopying, desktop publishing, custom stamps, labels, OfficelVlu' •.business cards, letterhead and more! - _.~~.::::.~913:;,~..:...__......._#,2;~::<~U'.
. Neat Ideas
Wire Cube
• Four cube set
• Sturdy wire grid
construction
#hLWWES.
0310-0110 List Price $32.50
$1999
OfficeMax Everyday Low PriceOfficeMax Everyday Low Price
We'll guarantee our low prices up to 155%
We'll match any legitimate advertised price by any store stocking the same item in a factory sealed box .. If you find, a lower
price advertised by any other local office products superstore Within 7 days after your purchase from Off,ceMax, we II refund
155% 01 the difference (up to $55,00). II you find a lower price advertised by ~ny non-office s~pply superstore within 7 days
after your purchase from Office Max we'll refund the difference. Simply bnng In the competitor s ad. (Our low price guaran·
tee does not apply to typographical 'errors, or to any item ?r pric~ that Includes bonus or free offers, special financing, instal·
lation, rebate, close-out or clearance prices, or one-of-a-kind or limited quantity offers at Off,ceMax or any competitor.)
I Store Hours: Sun: 10am-6pm Mon-Fri: 7am-9pm Sat: 9am-9pm I
I "
BOISE .
IOfficeMax with FurnitureMaxl
Broadway Ave. and Ivywild St., W. Franklin Rd. & Milwaukee, one
north of 1-84 block west of Boise Towne Square Mall
422-0360 375-5889
OOMX, Inc. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Not responsible for !YPOgraphical errors. Prices valid in locations listed.
GenericBrand
Computer Disks
'3.5 disks
:~';~o~ensity NOWonly :·~~~~~~a:..._~ ~_~~!!.~oxI
I BJC 240$17900
1 • Color Bubble Jet Printer .
~ • The most affordable photo.
1 printing ever
Se€/~
{U-~
GVw:t
Pv~!
Printing Supplies for
Professional Output
Essentials for your printer - at LQW Bookstore
prices! Inkjet Inkjet Refills, Ink Cartridges, Toner
Cartridges .
The Bookstore Stocks Supplies
for Most Printers
. HP • Canon' Okidata z Epson • Apple
. TI-30Xa Solar
Scientific
Calculator
• For general math
and science
• One-variable statistics
• Trigs, logs, powers,
and roots
• Three memories
$1695
\ .
Brilliant Color Printers for the Price
of Black & Whi
Callo
BJC4200
.• Color Bubble Jet Printer
• Unmatched printing performance
for your office
•[]J
iomega
POKEY
The Good Fight,
the autobiography of the late Pokey
Allen .has just been released. The for-
mer Boise State and Portland State
head football coach collaborated on the
272 page book with Boise writer, Bob
Evancho, from March through mid-
December 1996, two weeks before he
died of cancer at the age of 53. The
book details Allen's life - from his
childhood.in Missoula, Montana, to his
thoughts and emotions during his final
days - in his own words.
Available for sale at The Bookstore and
concession stands at Bronco Stadium
$1495
tExtBOOKs!
S4fYvup
NOW to WIN
a semester's worth
of textbooks!
Drawing to be held September lZ"
Phone: 208/385-1559 • 1-800-992-8398 - .Fax: 208/385-3401
Internet Address: http://bsu_bkst.idbsu ..edu - E-Mail: bookmaster@bsu_bkst.idbsu.edu
Iomega Zip Drive
The One Drive for All Your Stuff
There's nothing worse than a bad data day. Which
is why you need a Zip drive. This little blue num-
ber is the hottest portable drive on the market.
It's got hard drive-like performance. And its 100
MB floppy-size disks have room to store all your
stuff. So put one on your desk.
• 100 MB disks
• Weighs about 1 pound
• SCSI and parallel port external models
• Bundled with Zip Tools solutions software
NOW ONLY $13995
Zip Disks
Affordable and big enough to use
for individual applications
and projects!
only $1495
Reg. $1700
